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One was its complexity. The Government itself confessed
(1622) that manufacturers were ' perplexed and entangled'
by the multitude and contradictions of the laws in force.
Another was the abuses in its administration. Acts of
Parliament became discredited when they were turned into
vehicles for extortion and the inspection of commodities
degenerated into a tax on commodities, or when their purpose
was perverted by bringing indictments against those who
*' excelled in their own trades by force of their own genius
and not against such as have been ignorant in their pro-
fessions ". A third was the growing belief in the futility of
legislative action in economic affairs. The conviction that
State interference seldom proved other than prejudicial was
expressed by Sir Dudley North. " Thus we may labour to
hedge in the cuckoo but in vain, for no people ever yet grew
rich by policies ; but it is peace, industry and freedom that
brings trade and wealth, and nothing else ". Voices were
still heard demanding the execution of' the good old laws ':
none the less economists were beginning to proclaim the
doctrine that " industry has its first foundation in liberty ".
By the end of the seventeenth century there was almost a
complete relaxation of industrial restraints. It was said that
" as the worthy makers of those good laws are now asleep,
so are their laws too " ; and Davenant drily remarked that
" nowadays laws are not much observed which do not in a
manner execute themselves ".
The policy While in the eighteenth century the State moved steadily
ofoppor- jn the direction of laissez-faire, it was not ready to cast to
the winds all the cherished traditions which had inspired the
legislation of an earlier epoch ; to thrust aside all the custom-
ary safeguards; and to rely upon the competitive instinct
to achieve the economic harmonies of a balanced system of
production, distribution and exchange. Its action was not
guided by any conscious theory of non-intervention but was
largely opportunist. After the machinery for wage assess-
ment was expressly discarded in the premier industry of the
country—the woollen manufacture—in 1757, it was revived
on behalf of the tailors in 1768, ' coal-heavers' in 1770, silk
weavers in 1773, and the payment of truck wages also

